Abstract
Introduction
Real-time multimedia services can be provided to a great number of people at once with nearly no restrictions of time and location due to the rapid advances of information technologies and multimedia devices [1] [2] [3] . However, this also causes people to be faced with information overload in their daily lives [4] . Hence, there has been an increasing demand for technologies that efficiently, quickly, and accurately browse and search for what people want from immense multimedia databases [5, 6] . Since typical multimedia databases often contain large numbers of audio signals, automatic audio retrieval for efficient production and management is significant. According to [7] , there are two essential phases for reliable audio content analysis: 1) an arbitrary audio stream is first divided into a set of segments, and 2) the segments are classified into different audio classes, such as speech, music, silence, and environmental sounds. To partition audio streams, it is necessary to detect audio-cuts (or segment boundaries) that indicate abrupt changes in the audio stream [8] , and the efficacy of audio content analysis highly depends on the result of audio-cut detection since it is the fundamental step of the whole audio retrieval process. Specifically, the subsequent classification process depends on the quality of the segments obtained and consequently this paper investigates a new methodology for accurate audio-cut detection.
Conventional audio segmentation methodologies are based on threshold processing of audio features such as zero-crossing rate and energy to detect audio-cuts [9, 10] . However, the accuracy of these audio segmentation processes is decreased since audio signals are recorded in noisy environments. Despite the fact that many researchers have proposed methods to calculate effective features in sliding windows [11, 12] in order to overcome this drawback and have shown good segmentation performance, there is no general consensus regarding window lengths that yield good features for audio segmentation. Thus, this paper proposes an adaptive segmentation window length estimation methodology by utilizing a genetic algorithm (GA) and employs a support vector machine (SVM) as an abrupt audio change detector on the resulting parameter sequence.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces background information such as the support vector machine and genetic algorithm. Section 3 presents the proposed audio segmentation methodology using adaptive window lengths. Section 4 analyzes experimental results, and Section 5 concludes this paper.
Background Information

Support Vector Machine (SVM)
Support vector machine (SVM) is a supervised learning technique to analyze data and recognize patterns [13, 14] . The standard SVM is a non-probabilistic binary classifier. This paper employs an SVM to partition an audio signal into two classes, audio-cuts and non-audio-cuts. To apply the SVM to audio segmentation, this paper utilizes the Gaussian radial kernel function to map the input vector to a high-dimensional feature space because SVM performs better when used with the Gaussian radial basis kernel than with other kernels [15] . The Gaussian radial basis kernel is computed as follows:
where k(x, y) is the kernel function, x and y are the input vectors, and σ is a parameter set by the user that determines the width of the effective basis kernel function. If the σ values chosen are too small, overtraining occurs and the basis function will be wrapped tightly around the data points. In contrast, if the σ values chosen are too large, the basis function draws an oval around the points without defining the pattern shape [15] .
As described further in Section 3, the SVM, used with the Gaussian radial basis kernel, is used to detect abrupt audio changes. It takes as input a parameter sequence derived from the audio stream, the quality of whose features depend on finding optimal size segmentation window lengths. A genetic algorithm approach (introduced next) is used to find these optimal window lengths.
Genetic Algorithm (GA)
A genetic algorithm (GA) works within populations of individuals. Each individual represents a possible solution to a given problem and is assigned a fitness score according to the objective function to indicate how good a solution to the problem it is. Highly fit individuals are given opportunities to reproduce by cross breeding with other individuals in the population. This generates new individuals as offspring, which share some features with each parent. The least fit members of the population are less likely to be selected for reproduction. A new population of possible solutions is thus produced by selecting the best individuals from the current generation and mating them to generate a new set of individuals. By favoring the mating of more fit individuals, the most promising areas of the search space are explored and the population converges upon an optimal solution to the problem. This paper uses a genetic algorithm to find optimal sliding segmentation window lengths as described further in Section 3.
Proposed Audio Segmentation Methodology
To detect accurate audio-cuts, the proposed method first computes the root-meansquare (RMS) of the input audio stream as follows:
where x(m) is the value of the m th sample in a sliding processing window of length W 1 in a frame in which the rectangular sliding window is used. In addition, this method calculates the parameter sequence, P(n), using the RMS sequence, R(n), as follows:
An example is illustrated in Figure 1 (a). The audio-cut can be detected by observing the parameter sequence P(n), which is defined as an autocorrelation of the root-meansquare of the signal. The sequence, P(n), is calculated by using RMS values in two adjacent, nonoverlapping sliding windows with the length of W 2 as depicted in Figures  1(b) and (c). abruptly change at the audio-cut, while the RMS values in window R 2 do not abruptly change. Thus, the numerator of P(n) is much smaller than its denominator in the window L 2 , and the sequence P(n) is close to zero. This example illustrates how audio-cuts can be identified by observing the sequence, P(n).
As a last step, the proposed method detects audio-cuts by applying SVM to the parameter sequence. To partition the input audio stream into two classes (e.g., audio-cuts or non-audio-cuts), this study defines the sequence S(n), which is used as an input of SVM:
In general, audio segmentation is a frame-based process and two sliding windows (W 1 and W 2 ) are used to differentiate between audio-cuts and non-audio-cuts. Since the accuracy of audio-cut detection depends on the size of these windows, this paper explores an adaptive approach to finding optimal window lengths by applying a genetic algorithm. Figure 2 depicts the GA-based process used to calculate optimal window lengths. The initial population consists of randomly produced initial individuals (or chromosomes). Each chromosome is encoded in an integer form that is constructed from window lengths of W 1 and W 2 (i.e., each individual has a two-dimensional point). In this process, the fitness function is defined as equation (5) 
where N mac is the number of manual audio-cuts and N adac is the number of all detected audio-cuts using the proposed methodology. Since the GA-based process has many parameters and mainly affects convergence speed when the population and generation numbers are too large, this study defines the population size and the generation number as 100 and 200, respectively, for experiments. In addition, this study defines crossover and mutation probabilities as 0.95 and 0.005, respectively. The iteration is stopped when the maximum generation is reached or the deviation of the fitness function is below 0.001. 
Experimental Results
For audio segmentation and classification simulation, this study uses four datasets composed of Korean news broadcasts obtained from Ulsan Broadcasting Corporation (http://www.ubc.co.kr). Three datasets are used for testing and one dataset was used for training. Figure 3 contrasts the audio-cuts generated based on (a) fixed window lengths with those based on (b) optimal window lengths using a GA. In Figure 3(a) , some audiocuts are missed, while in Figure 3 (b), they are correctly detected. For example, in Figure  3 (a), the audio-cut at time 54 occurs in the middle of a period of silence, while in Figure  3 (b), the input audio stream is correctly segmented at time points 52 and 56, the beginning and end of silence. The proposed segmentation methodology utilizing the parameter sequence with optimal window lengths results in a greater number of audio-cuts similar to real audiocuts. However, this can lower the precision. We can have a greater number of segmented data to be classified, in which case, the segmented data do not include sufficient information to be accurately classified, and therefore a lower classification performance can result.
To address this drawback, this study further analyzed news data and found that most categories are changed at the beginning and end of periods of silence. Hence, this paper deals with the above issue by employing an additional step to remove unnecessary audiocuts as follows:

Step 1: The proposed method initially calculates the summation of square values for the samples (or power) in a processing window with the length of W c . For example, in Figure 4 , there are n segmented data derived from a window length W c that is 0.13 seconds long.
Step 2: The proposed method then computes the mean of powers and determines whether the mean value is less than a predefined threshold value Th to decide if the segmented data represents silence or not..This study sets Th as a mean value of powers for silence data in the training dataset. If each mean value of powers is less than Th, the proposed method marks SEG(i) equals to 0. Otherwise, the proposed method marks SEG(i) as equal to 1 until all segmented data are marked as 0 or 1.
Step 3: If SEG(i) equals to SEG(i+1), then we remove an audio-cut at the position of the (i+1)th segmented data, i=1,2, …, N, where N is the number of all segmented data.
Figure 4. The Process to Reduce Unnecessary Audio-Cuts
In addition, we consider segmented data as silence candidates when the length of the segmented data is longer than two seconds. Furthermore, we allow an error tolerance of 0.5 seconds to detect audio-cuts in this study. Table 1 shows the segmentation result using the proposed segmentation methodology in terms of precision and recall rates using (5) and (6), respectively. 
where N cdac is the number of correctly detected audio-cuts with  0.5 seconds error tolerance using the proposed approach. As presented in Table 1 , the proposed method yields high segmentation performance in terms of recall and precision rates; averages of the precision rate and recall rate are 100.00% and 98.69%, respectively. In Figure 4 , we decide to keep or remove audio-cuts based on the detection of silence using the mean values of power for each segmented data by comparing each mean value with a predefined threshold value. In the case of datasets 2 and 3, the segmentation performance is slightly worse than that of the dataset 1 because some speech or speech with noise signals have lower power values than a predefined Th value. This problem can be solved by using a more sophisticated Th. More details about segmentation results are available at http://eucs.ulsan.ac.kr/MDPI/information/2014-06 (e.g., news data, test data, training data, segmentation results, and variable window lengths).
Conclusions
This paper proposes a reliable audio segmentation methodology to address the rising demand for efficient multimedia content management. To achieve higher segmentation performance, the proposed method computes root-mean-square values of the input audio stream and a parameter sequence of the root -mean-square values. In addition, this paper investigates the impact of sliding windows and uses a GA to identify optimal window lengths that yield the best segmentation performance. Moreover, the proposed method utilizes the parameter sequence as an input to a SVM to accurately determine where audio-cuts occur in the input audio stream. Furthermore, this paper evaluates segmentation performance in terms of recall and precision rates. Experimental results on three datasets from actual news broadcasts demonstrate that the proposed segmentation methodology achieves excellent segmentation performance; the average precision and recall rates are 100.00% and 98.69%, respectively.
